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AbstractThis paper explores a computerized system of cata-
loging materials for small to medium sized outdoor recreation
resource centers. Free to non-profit organizations, the soft-
ware described in the paper is designed to create and manage
a database of books, videos, environmental impact statements
and other resource materials. Among other functions, the
software will produce files which can be used by a word
processor to print cards for a card catalog, and it can be used
to make rapid word searches to find needed materials.

Introduction
Many Outdoor Programs maintain outdoor resource libraries. Included in the library may be books,
environmental impact statements, videos, periodicals, and other materials. As more items are
accumulated, it becomes more and more difficult for users and staff members to know what is
available and where it is located. A cataloging systemcan solve the problem. Moreover, a computerized
cataloging system is particularly effective, allowing users to do rapid word searches to find needed
resource materials.

This paper summarizes a free software program which can be utilized by outdoor recreational
programs to manage materials in their outdoor resource library. The program, entitled the Outdoor
Resource Library Cataloging System (ORLCS), is designed primarily for outdoor programs with small
to medium book, periodical and video collections.

Using the software, a database oflibrary materials is constructed. Once in the database, materials
can be easily located by author, title, call number, or subject area. Users can find materials by searching
with a key word. For instance, a user can enter the word "compass" and all materials in the database
that include "compass" in the description will be listed. The software can also be used to prepare a
file for your word processor to print Roldex or index cards for a card catalog.

cp The program is free to non-profit organizations and agencies. Those interested in obtaining acr) copy, should send a blank formatted disk and a self addressed, stamped computer disk mailer to ISUatt
c-Nq
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Outdoor Program, Box 8118, ISU, Pocatello, ID. 83209. It is one of two free programs that are
available from Idaho State. The other program is a participant database system which can be used
for preparing mailings and keeping demographic information on participants. A paper describing the
participant program can be found in this Proceedings.

The program is built upon the Dbase IV language which has long been a standard among database
software applications available for IBM compatible computers. One of the advantages ofbuilding a
program like the Outdoor Resource Library System on the Dbase language, is that it allows you the
flexibility and the ability to customize. If desired, you can change the program and add new categories
to the database entry form or alter functions so the software better addresses your needs.

Dbase can also be used to set up other databases useful in outdoor programs. You can keep
information on participants, set up mailing lists, or record sales information. Consistently ranked among
the top three or four commercial databases, Dbase provides a wide range of features. Unfortunately,
it is not free. But college and universities can obtain an "academic version" of Dbase for around
$200a considerable saving over its normal retail price of $795.

Information on Dbase and current "academic" prices are available from Borland, International,
1800 Green Hills Road, Scots Valley, CA 95067.

If you are not part of a college program, there's another option. Do some shopping around by
paging through the ads in the current issue of PC Magazine. With a little research, you can usually
end up paying far less than the advertised retail price.

To run Dbase N, you need an IBM compatible computer with at least 4 megabytes of room
available on your hard drive. A 286 machine will run the program but 386, 486 or Pentium machines
are much snappier.

Call Numbering in ORLCS
The call numbering system used by ORLCS consists of a two-place designator: a letter and a
number. An example of a call number is "S31." The letter represents an activity area: "S" for snow
related activities (skiing, winter camping, snowshoeing), "W" for water related activities (rafting,
kayaking, sail boarding, etc.), "H" for hiking and backpacking, and so on The call number is simply
the number of the book as it was added to the library. The first book purchased in the Hiking Subject
area is "H1," the second book purchased is "H2" and so on.

This is a simple system which can be easily understood by your users and staff. It is also handy
when doing an inventory ofyour library and looking for missing books. All that is necessary is to quickly
scan the spines of the books in the library, looking for a gap in the numbers.

Finding missing books is far more difficult when using other types of cataloging systems.
Moreover, other library systems often place similar outdoor books in categories that may be located
in different areas. For instance, under the Library of Congress system some mountaineering books
may go in a geography area, others may be placed in a biography area and still others may be placed
in a physical activity section.

One of the interesting pieces of the information to come out of the 1993 International Conference
on Outdoor Recreation was that systems similar to that describedaboveor adaptations of ithave
been developed independently and are being used by several outdoor programs.

Shanna Lee Tarter of Cornell University has devised a well thought out cataloging system which
consists of a three-place designator. The system includes a "type" designator in additional to activity
area and book number. Within each activity area, Shanna Lee places books into one of three types:
literature (biography, history, fiction), guides (where to go), or technique ("How To" books). An
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example of a book cataloged under their call system is "W Lit 4." This system has all the advantages

of the one described above with the additional convenience of having all literature, guide books and

technique books all located on the same area ofthe book shelf.
The ORCLS uses the two-place designator system of a letter and a number. However, the

software can be modified to include Cornell's "type" designator.
The following is a list ofthe call letters that we use at Idaho State. You will probablymake changes

to the list depending on your program:

B Biking, MountainBiking

C Climbing, Mountaineering, Ice Climbing

D Dutch Oven Cooking, Outdoor Cooking

F Fishing, Fly Fishing

FA First Aid

G Geography

H Hiking, Hiking Guides

N Nature, Wildlife, Flora & Fauna

O Outdoor Survival, Safety

R Rifles, Hunting

S Snow, Skiing, Alpine & Cross-country Skiing, Ski Guides

Variety (Outdoor Recreation, General Outdoor, Other non-outdoor topis)

W Water Sports: Rafting, Kayaking, Sailboarding,
Canoeing, River Guides

X Exercise & Sports: Running, Exercising Programs

Starting the Program
To start the program you must have Dbase IV installed on your computer. You also must have

copied the ORLCS files to your hard drive. Start Dbase N by typing the word "DBASE" at your

computer's prompt.
The opening menu in Dbase will appear on the screen. From the opening menu, you need to move

to something in Dbase called the Dot Prompt. The way to reach the Dot Prompt is to press ALT-E

(Exit) to activate the "Exit" pull down menu, and move the highlight so that "Exit to Dot Prompt" is

selected and press ENTER A dot will appear on the screen with the cursor flashing beside it This

is Dbase's Dot Prompt. At the Dot Prompt, type in "DO CARD," and ORLCS will start.
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Main Menu

When the program first starts, the Main Menu appears:

1Fri. 11/05/93 OUTDOOR PROGRAM LIBRARY CATALOGING SYSTEM 1:54:0i pm

ARD

Add a Book to the New Books List
Edit Information on New Books List
Make Subject Cards from New Books List
Prepare a Printed Copy of the Master List
Create Subject Cards from Master List
Transfer New Book Lisp to Master List
List or Edit the Master List
Find Books Through Subject List
Search Master List
Work With Subjects List
Quit

C:NdbaseNlibraroCARD Rec None File

To catalogin a new book, choose this function.

Num

Everything begins and ends at the Main Menu. If you want to enter information on a new book,
you would select "Add a Book to the New Books List." If you want to search by a subject, you would
select "Find Books Through Subject List." To select a function, use the UP and DOWN arrows keys
on the keyboard to move the highlight up and down the listor you can press the first letter ofthe item.
For instance, pressing as" will activate the function, "Search Master List."

To understand the Main Menu, it is helpful to define two terms: Master List and New Book List.
The "Master List" is the most important. It is a file that contains information on all the books, periodicals
and videos in your library.

The "New Book List" is a smaller file which stores information on new materials. It acts as a
temporary storage area for new books until you have entered enough to make out index or Roldex cards
for your card catalog. Once the cards are made, you can move the books from the New Book List
to the Master List.

The chart below summarizes each of the functions on the Main Menu:

Add Books to New Book List. You start here when first setting up your own database.
A form appears on the screen with the author's name, title, publisher, copyright and other
descriptive information. (The form is illustrated on the next page). On the form, you enter
information on each material in your library.
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Edit Information on New Books List. It while you are working with new books, you need

to make corrections on any of the entries, choosethis function. It allows you to page through
the new books, stopping where needed to make changes.

Make Subject Cards from New Books List. Once you are finished adding new books or

other materials, select this function. This will make a file containing all the information on
materials on the New Book List. The file then can be imported into your word processor to
make author, title and subject cards.

Prepare a Printed Copy of the Master List. This function allows you to sort and print the

Master List. First, you can select how you wish to order the Master List: author, title, orcall

number. When the list is sorted, a file will be created that you can import in your word

processor. Once in your word program, you can select fonts, format the list to your liking, and

print it.

Create Subject Cards from Master List. This function will allow you to make cards for

your card catalog from the Master List. From a list of all your materials that appear on the
screen, you check the ones you need cards for. After you have made the selections, the
program will create a file which can be imported in your word processor to make the printed

cards.

Transfer New Book List to Master List. When you are finished making cards from the
New Book List, this function will move all the new materials to the Master List. The New

Book List will be emptied and readied for more entries.

List or Edit Master List If desired, you can view the Master List on your computer
monitor. Before viewing, you can select how you want the books and materials ordered
(author, call number ortitle). You can also select the format in which the material is displayed:
by a card format which is an electronic version of a printed card from the card catalogor
in a spreadsheet format in which the books, author, title, etc. are listed in columns and rows.

Find Books Through Subject List. If you choose this function, a list of your subject areas
will appear on the screen. (For a list of subjects, see "Work with Subject List" laterin this
paper.) Once you have chosen the desired subject, all books categorized under the subject
will be listed.

Search Master List. In this function, you enter a key word and the program searches
through all descriptions for the word. For instance, if you enter the word "Backpack" any
material with the word backpack in the description will be listed.

Work with Subjects List. As you enter new books, you will be indicating one or more subject
categories under which the book should be placed. For instance, Yvon Chouinard's book

Climbing Ice, may be placed under the Mountaineering and Ice Climbing subject areas. If
Mountaineering and Ice Climbing are not yet on the Subjects List, this function allows you to

add them.

17 6
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New Book Functions
When you choose "Add a Book to the New Books List," the form, below, appears:

Records Organize Go To Exit 5:0U:dd
OUTDOOR URBGHAM LIBRARY -- MUM EHTHY FUHM

CALL
CALLNO
AUTHOR
TITLE
PUB
PLACE
DATE
CODE
HUMBER OF CODES LISTED ABOVE:

0

0

DESCRIPTION: (To type description: UCTRL-NONE>. When finished: <CTRL-END>
(NOTE: For descriptions on subject cards do not exceed 4 lines.)

lclit 'File Num

Press <ESC> to cancel a NOT saue. Press <CTRL-END> to SAVE a exit.

You can move from blank to blank on the form by pressing TAB or ENTER. The call letter (see list

in the Call Numbering section, above) is entered in the top blank, "CALL." The next available call

number is entered in the "CALLNO" blank. The blanks for "Author," "Publisher," "Place," and

"Date" are all self explanatory.
In the code blank, enter one or more subject codes. Each subject code is separatedby one space

and corresponds to a subject area in your card catalog. For instance, for the book, Rivers of the
Southwest, the following codes may be used: RIVRivers, KAY Kayaking, CNOCanoeing,
INT Intermountain Area, NMXNew Mexico, COL-Colorado, and ARZArizona. A card for
Rivers of the Southwest would then be found in each subject area Rivers, Kayaking, Canoeing, etc.

A list of the subject codes is found later in this paper, under the heading, "Work with Subject List."
After indicating the subject codes, count them and enter a number in the "Number of Codes"

blank. This tells the program how many cards to make for the card catalog.
On the last part of the form, a large space is available for the book description. You can reach

this part of the form by TABBING to it and then pressing CTRL-HOME. The box turns into a
miniature word processing program. You can insert words, delete, move sentences around, etc. If
you are using small Roldex cards (2"x4"), make sure that you limit the description to not than 41/2 lines.

If you plan to use larger cards, then you can enter more lines. The number of lines possible on larger

cards will vary and you will have to experiment to determine the limit.
After completing the description, you can type in a series of key words starting on line six and

going to line 12. Key words are anything that would help a person find the book when a computer

search is done. For instance, for the Rivers of the Southwest book mentioned above, on line six you

may wish to type in the names of rivers covered by the book
One important thing to remember about the description is not to use anydouble quote marks (1.

(Single quote marks are OK.) The reason for this has to do with how files are created for use by your

word processor. Double quotes are used to separate the fields which correspond to the blanks on the

BEST COPY MUM 18
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form and any extra double quotes will confuse your word processing program, creating garbled

information.

Making Subject Cards
When you choose the "Make Subject Cards from New Books List," ORLCS will create a file for

your word processor. The file is named CARD.TXT. In computer parlance, the file is said to be

"delimited with quotes." This means that each field within the file is placed between quotes and

separated from one another by commas. Each separate book is separated by a carriage return.

Here's an example of how two records in the file look:

"C","1","Becky, Fred","CascadeClimbing7Mountaineers","Seattle","1989","MIR CAS","2","This is Fred

Becky's guidebook of climbing in the Cascades."
"C',"2","March, Bill","Ice Climbing","GlenPublishing","London","1974","MIR ICE","2","A compact, all-

around guide to the techniques of ice climbing."

The delimited file is a very common way to moving database information from one program to

another. The "Merge Letter" option of your word processor should be able to import CARD.TXT.

You'll need to experiment with different designs until coming up with one that, once merged with

the library data, will fit on a Roldex card. Weprint our new book entries on a plain piece paper, cut

each out the by hand and paste it on a Roldex card. (Some printers will take a special heavy type of

paper with tear dots in the shape of Roldex card, and you may wish to use this instead of using our cut-

out method.)

Transfer New Book List
Once you have made Roldex cards, your next step should be to move the New Book List to the

Master List. This is easily done by selecting the "Transfer" function on the Main Menu. All the

records in the New Book List will be emptied and moved to the Master List.

List or Edit the Master List
At any time, you can look at the Master BookList, and, if needed, changes can be made. When you

choose this function, the following appears:

SELECT OME OF THE FOLLOWING:

Display Master List (Ho Editing)

Edit Books--Card Format
Spreadsheet Format Edit Books
Return to Main Menu

I
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The options are:

Display Master List (No Editing)This allows you to review the list, but won't let you make
changes. The option has been included for non-staff users of the program to page through the
listing ofthe books. By having users select the "No editing" option, you won't have to worry about
anyone accidently changing any information.

Edit BookCard FormatThis choice allows you to page through the books. Each book is
listed in the card format as shown below:

Records Organize Go To Exit

OUTDOOR PROGRAM LIBRARY -- BOOM ENTRY FORM

UCALL

CALLND

AUTHOR

TITLE

PUB

PLACE

DATE

CODE

NUMBER OF CODES LISTED ABOVE:

1

ock Climbing, The Art of leading

hockstone Productions

enuer, CO

1988

OC VID

2

DESCRIPTION: (To type description: TRL-NOME>. When finished: <CTRL -DID>

(NOTE: For descriptions on subject cards do not exceed 4 lines.)

I 1 1

EMICA...librurg\MAINCARD Rec 682/688 'File Nun

You can go to a specific book, by pressing ALT-G which activates the GO-TO menu on top of
computer screen. Press I for Index Search and you can search for an author if you are in an
author listing or you can search for a title if you are in a title listing. Once you have located the
desired book, you can make any corrections needed.

Spreadsheet FormatEdit book
This choice allows you to look at the Master List in a spreadsheet format where the books are
listed in rows. An example is shown on the next page.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 20
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The following is an example of the Spreadsheet Format:

Records Organize Fields Go To Exit

CALL CALLNO AUTHOR TITLE

A 41 Becket', Fred Cascade Alpine

C 97 Becket', Fred Cascade Alpine

U 27 Belknap, Bill and Buzz Canyonlands Riu

U 75 Belknap, Bill and Buzz Canyonlands Riu

U 26 Belknap, Buzz Grand Canyon Ri

F 14 Bergman, Ray Fly, Plug, and

H 34 Bezruchka, Stephen Guide to Trekki

B 4 Bicycle Institute of America Bicycle Clubs

B 8 Bicycling Magazine 1 Precision Tuneu

B 6 Bicycling Magazine Instant Bicycle

B 2 Bicycling Magazine Bicycling Milea

B 1 Bicycling Magazine Overcoming Cycl

B 7 Bicycling Magazine Instant Bicycle

C 71 Bingham, Dave City of Rocks,

C 91 Bingham, Daue City of Rocks,

C 122 Bingham, Daue City of Rocks I

C 134 Bjornstad, Eric Desert Rock: A

Browse C:%...librarklMAINCARD Rec 227/608 File Num

You can go to a specific book, by pressing ALT-G which activates the GO-TO menu. Press Ifor
Index Search and you can search for an author if you are in an author listing or you can search for

a title if you are in a title listing. Once you have located the desired book, you can make any

corrections needed.

Sorting
For all of the above options, an additional window appears, asking how you want the entries

arranged:

HOD DO YOU DISH THE RECORDS SORITO

Author
Call Muster
Title
Return to Main Menu

By using the arrow keys, move the selection bar to the chosen arrangement and press ENTER

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Find Books Through Subject List
The OPLCS software has two methods of searching for books. The first method, uses the subject

list, and the second method (described in the next section) uses key words. At the Main Menu when

you choose "Find Books Through the Subject List" function, the following appears:

This is a list of all of the subjects that you have in your subject card catalog. They correspond

to the codes that you have included on each book's entry form. You can page through the subjects
by pressing the Page-Down key on your keyboard. You may also press a letter,i.e. pressing "W" will

move you to all subjects beginning with the letter "W."
After you have selected the desired subject, the first book classified under that subject will appear

on the screen. By pressing Page Down, each subsequent book under the chosen subject will appear.

Search Master List
The second way of searching for materials is to use a key word search. When you choose "Search

Master List" at the Main Menu, the following appears:

You can enter any word (or several words) in the blank. The program will then search for any

OUTDOOR PROGRAM LIBRARY--SEARCH

Enter a search word or words below.
Any watches (including substring
watches) will be display. To search
for more watches press CTRL-END again.

tiORD(S):

Press <CTRL-END> to search.
Press <ESC> to return to MAIN MEMO.

instances of the word in book titles and descriptions. It will also search the words youhave entered

on line six through line 12 of the description. When it finds a match, the book's entry form will appear

on the screen. By pressing Page Down, any other books that include the search word will also appear

on the screen.

22
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Work with Subject List
As you m ake entries on books, you will enlarge your original list ofsubject categories. Any new
subjects that you come up with need to be added to the subjects' file which is maintained by the
ORLCS program. To make an addition, select "Work with Subject List" on the Main Menu. Page
Down to the bottom of the screen and type in the subject code letter and topic. If needed, you can
make corrections on any of the previously entered codes. When you exit from this function, any new

codes will be sorted and placed in alphabetical order.
Listed below are the codes and subject categories that we use for our library. You'll want to add

others that are appropriate to your program.

ADV ADVENTURE
AFR AFRICA
ALA ALASKA
ALM ALMANACS
ALS ALPINE SKIING
ALP ALPS
ANA ANAPURNA
ANR ANARTICA
ARC ARCHES NAT. PARK
ARZ ARIZONA
ART ART
ATL ATLAS
AVA AVALANCHE
BSK BACKCOUNTRY SKIING
BIK BICYCLING
BIO BIOGRAPHY
BIR BIRDS
BON BONATII, WALTER
BUG BUGABOOS
CAB CABIN BUILDING
CAL CALIFORNIA
CAN CANADA
CNO CANOEING
CAS CASCADES
CLO CLOTHING
COL COLORADO
CON CONSERVATION
DIV CONTINENTAL DIVIDE
COK COOKING
CCS CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
DES DESERTS
DSA DISASTERS
DUT DUTCH OVEN
ECO ECOLOGY
EDB EDIBLE PLANTS
ENV ENVIRONMENT
EUR EUROPE
EVR EVEREST

EXP EXPLORATION
FIR FIRE MAKING
FAD FIRST AID
FIS FISHING
FIT FITNESS, EXERCISE, VARIOUS

SPORTS
FLY FLY
FLY FLY FISHING
FOO FOODS
GEO GEOLOGRY
GNP GLACIER NAT. PARK
GLA GLACIERS
GCN GRAND CANYON
HIK HIKING, BACKPACKING
RI, HILLARY SIR EDMUND
HIM HIMALAYAS
HIS HISTORY
HOR HORSES
HOT HOT SPRINGS
HUM HUMOR
HUN HUNTING
ICE ICE CLIMBING
IDA IDAHO
IDT IDAHO TRAIL GUIDES
IND INDIA
INT INTERMOUNTAIN WEST
KAY KAYAKING
KNT KNOTS
MAK MAKING IT YOURSELF
MAP MAPS, COMPASS,

ORIENTEERING
MAR MARSHAL, BOB
MCK MCKINLEY, MT
MEX MEXICO
MIN MINIMAL IMPACT
MON MONTANA
MNB MOUNTAIN BIKING
MTR MOUNTAINEERING
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MNT MOUNTAINS, MOUNTAIN
RANGES

HEL MT. ST. HELENS
MUR MUIR, JOHN
NAV NAVIGATION
NEP NEPAL
NEV NEVADA
NMX NEW MEXICO
OLY OLYMPIC MOUNTAINS
ORE OREGON
OPS OUTDOOR PROGRAM/EDUCA-

TION
OUT OUTDOORS, GENERAL
PHW PACIFIC NORTHWEST
PET PETZOLT
NIL PHILOSOPHY
PHO PHOTOGRAPHY
PLA PLANTS
POE POETRY
RAF RAFTING
REC RECREATION & LEISURE
RIV RIVERS, GENERAL INFO
ROC ROCK CLIMBING
RMP ROCKY MT. NAT. PARK
RUN RUNNING
SAB SAIL BOARDING
SAL SAILING
SAN SANITATION
SAW SAWTOOTHS
SEK SEA KAYAKING
SEA SEA, OCEAN,COASTAL AREAS,

SEA FARING

S&R SEARCH & RESCUE
SHL SHELTERS
SIR SIERRA MOUNTAINS
SKA SKATEBOARDING
SNK SNAKE RIVER & AREA
SNS SNOWSHOEING
SAM SOUTH AMERICA
SOD SOUTH DAKOTA
SET SOUTHEAST USA
SOW SOUTHWEST USA
SPE SPELUNKING
SRV SURVIVAL
TET TETONS
TIB TIBET
TIL TILMAN
TRA TRAVEL
USF U.S. FOREST SERVICE
UTA UTAH
WAS WASHINGTON
WEA WEATHER
WCL WHITE CLOUDS
WIL WILDERNESS
WRV WIND RIVERS
WIN WINTER TRAVEL, STAYING

WARM
WOM WOMEN & OUTDOORS,

WOMEN'S CONCERNS
WRT WRITING, EDITING
WYO WYOMING
'YEL YELLOWSTONE
YOS YOSEMITE
ZOO ZOOLOGY

Making Changes to the ORLCS Program
The ORLCS program is composed of a series of program files. Each of the program files can be

identified by a .PRG extension. For example, when ORLCS starts, the Main Menu comes up. The

Main Menu is found in CARD.PRG. If you want to make any changes to the Main Menu, they need

to be made in CARD.PRG.
Let's look at how you would make a very simple change in the Main Menu. One feature that

you may wish to change is the title of the Main Menu. When you first obtain the program, the Main

Menu's title is "OUTDOOR PROGRAM LIBRARY CATALOGING SYSTEM." The title can be

easily changed to your organization's name. To do so, first start up your word processor and load

CARD.PRG. (You can also use the editor built into Dbase. It is reached from the Dbase dot prompt

by typing in: "MODIFY COMMAND CARD.PRG." For more information on the editor, see the

Dbase manual.
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If you haven't done any programming, CARD.PRG won't make much sense. However, for the

title change, you don't have to know how the Dbase language works.
With CARD.PRG loaded in your word processor, look for the following line:

lc heading = "OUTDOOR PROGRAM LIBRARY CATALOGING SYSTEM" && Menu

heading string
Once you have located it, delete the following: "OUTDOOR PROGRAM LIBRARY

CATALOGING SYSTEM" and type in the name of your organization Be sure that you include the
opening and closing quotes. For the instance, after changes the new line may look like the following:

lc heading = "IOWA STATE LIBRARY CATALOGING SYSTEM" && Menu heading
string.

After the alteration is made, save CARD.PRG. If you are using a word processor, be sure to
save it as "text" or "ASCII." Dbase can only work with text or ASCII files.

Now start up the ORLCS program by typing in "DO CARD" at the Dot Prompt, and you'll see
the new title on the Main Menu.

If you wish to make other changes or add new features, you (or a computer aficionado involved
in your program) will need to dabble with the Dbase language. The good thing about ORLCS is that
it provides you with a start. You can use it as a template, keeping the features you like about it and
adding new ones without re-inventing the wheel.
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